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ON LOCALLY REPEATED VALUES
OF CERTAIN ARITHMETIC FUNCTIONS. Ill

PAUL ERDÖS, CARL POMERANCE AND ANDRÁS SÁRKOZY

ABSTRACT. Let d(n) denote the number of natural divisors of n. It is shown

that the number of n < x with d(n) = d(n+l) is 0(i/\/loglogx). In addition,

certain related problems and results are presented.

1. Introduction. Let v(ri) denote the number of distinct prime factors of n.

Our main result in this paper is that the number of n < x with u(n) = v(n + 1)

is 0(x/y/\o~gTo~gx). We obtain the same result for the equations U(n) = U(n + 1)

and d(n) = d(n + 1), where ü(n) is the number of prime factors of n counted with

multiplicity and d(n) is the divisor function.

A few years ago, Heath-Brown [7] proved that d(n) = d(n+l) has at least order of

magnitude x/(\ogx)7 solutions n < x and that the same is true for U(n) = Q(n+1).

(It is not clear if the method goes through for v(n) = v(n-\-\).) In the second paper

in this series [4], we showed that the number of n < x for which \u(n) — v(n + l)\ < 3

is at least of order of magnitude z/^loglogz and obtained the same result for U(n).

For d(n), we have the analogous result for those n < x for which d(n) — 2ld(n + 1)

for some integer i with \i\ < 3.

Very recently, Hildebrand [8], combining the methods of [4] and [7], showed that

d(n) = d(n + 1) has at least order of magnitude x/(logloga:)3 solutions n < x and

similarly for f2(n) = fi(n + 1). Assuming a quantitative form of the prime fc-tuples

conjecture in Hildebrand's paper gives order of magnitude x/y/ïogïôgx solutions,

which would then be best possible, in light of the main results below.

The situation for other common arithmetic functions can be markedly different.

In the second paper of this series we showed that the number of n < x for which

(h(n) = <j>(n + 1) is less than x/exp((loga;)1/3) for all large x, where d> denotes

Euler's function. The same result holds for the sum of the divisors function a(n).

An estimate just a little weaker than our main result can be immediately obtained

from a theorem of Barban and Vinogradov (see Elliott [2, Theorem 20.1]) on the

joint distribution of v(ri) and v(n + 1). Namely, from this theorem, the number of

n < x with v(n) = v(n + 1) is

0 ( x log log log x \

\ x/log log x log log log log x J

We thank R. R. Hall and G. Tenenbaum for this observation.

It seems interesting, though, to remove the log log log x/ log log log log x factor,

not only for esthetic reasons, but because x/^/logloga; is almost certainly the correct
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order of magnitude. In fact, in the second paper in this series we conjectured that

there is a positive constant c such that the number of n < x with u(n) = u(n + 1)

is asymptotic to cx/y/\oglogx.

It might be interesting to see if the methods of this paper can be used to obtain

a sharper error term in the Barban-Vinogradov theorem and thus prove an analog

of the LeVeque conjecture for joint distributions of additive arithmetic functions

(or more modestly, just for v(ri), v(n + 1)).

In the first paper of this series [3] we considered the equation n+v(n) = m+v(m)

for n ^ m. The method for treating the equation u(n) — v(n + 1) can be used to

get an upper bound for the number of solutions of n + u(n) = m + v(m). This result

and several other problems suggested by our first paper in this series are discussed

in §3.

Finally we wish to mention that P. T. Bateman and C. A. Spiro [1] have given

a heuristic argument for the main theorem in this paper.

We shall use the letter p to denote primes. By P(n) and p(n), respectively, we

shall mean the largest and smallest prime factor of n for n > 1; we let P(\) =

p(l) = 1. The constants ci,C2,... are all positive and absolute.

2. The equation u(n) = u(n + l). In this section we establish our main result.

THEOREM 2.1.   The number of n < x with v(n) — i^(n-l-l) is 0(x/\Jiog\ogx).

PROOF. Let M denote the set of n with u(n) = u(n + 1) and x1/3 < n < x - 1.

It suffices to prove the O-estimate for \j\l\. Given n e M, let us define the integers

a, b, k, I by

n + l = ak,    P(a)<p(k),    a<x1/3,    ap(k)>x1/3,

n = bl,     P(b)<p(l),     b<x1/3,     bp(l)>x1/3.

We shall assume that p(k) < p(l), the case p(k) > p(l) being similar.

For 1 < y < x1/3, let N(y) denote the number of n e M with y < p(k) < y3.

Thus if yj = x3    , we have

oo

(2.1) M<X>(y;)-
3 = 1

If j is so large that y3 < 2, then N(yj) = 0, so we really only have a finite sum in

(2.1).
We now turn our attention to estimating N(y). If n is counted by N(y), then

the numbers a, b, k, I defined above satisfy

ak-bl = l,     ak < x,     v(ak) = v{bl),     P(a) <p(k) < y3,

y<p(k)<p(l),    a^x1'3,    b<x1/3,    a > x1/3/p(k) > x1'3¡y3.

Since all of the primes in k, I are at least y, we have

y(k) < ■-, v(l) < -.-,
logy logy

so that

loga:
(2.3) \u(b)-u(a)\<

logy'
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We now fix the integers a, b appearing in (2.2) and count the number of pairs

k, I there can be. Let fco, Iq denote the unique integers which satisfy

ak0 -Uq — 1,        0 < fc0 < b,        0 < l0 < a.

Thus if fc, / satisfy (2.2) we have some integer m with

x
(2.4)    fc = bm + fco,    l = am + lo,    0 < m < —-,    p((bm + kr¡)(am +lo)) > y.

ab

Thus it suffices to count the number of m satisfying (2.4). This is easily done by

using either Brim's method or Selberg's sieve (e.g., see Halberstam and Richert [5,

Theorem 3.1, p. 101]; note that a < x1/3,b < x1/3 by (2.2)) which gives that the

number of such m is at most
CiX

4>(a)<f>(b) log2 y

for some absolute constant cj.

Thus from (2.2) and (2.3) we have

CiX"(y) <   E E
P(a)<y3   K6)-¡;(a)|<logz/log3/

(2.5) 1 1

= log2 y      *•*      Ma) ¿^ ^   WÄ'
8    y a>xl'3/y3     ^       \t-V(a)\<lo6x/\osy fc<x'/3 Vy  '

P{a)<y3 v(b) = t

The inner sum on b is at most

íl \¿m U(P) + <¿(p2) + HpHp3) +

1       ^ V       \   ^ 1«    , L     Nt ̂     csloga:
¿L   T^TW      <ïï(loglog^ + c2)  <

*l [p£í,3 (P- I)2 j    - V- - v^oiloii'

where for the last inequality we used Stirling's formula and then replaced the ex-

pression in t with its maximal value. Using this estimate in (2.5), we have

(2-6) c4xlog2x y 1

x/íogloiílog3?/     ^/3<¿(a)
a>xl/  /y

P(a)<y3

To estimate this sum we prove the following lemma.

LEMMA.   There is an absolute constant c$ such that if u > 0 and v > 2, then

we have

Y]    tt-t < Cölogvexp (-—-)
Sí   <^n) V   21ogt;;
n>u

P(n)<v
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PROOF. Let o = l/(21ogu). Note that if p< v, then pa < sje. We have

V  — < —  V  —    — TT (1 pg+1      \
sí ^n) ~u" Pf^<v ̂n) ~ u° ¿A v ' (p - i)(p - p°))

<u-"expfy;7—£

n>u P(n)<i> P<w
P(n)<t)

„CT+1

0(p-pa)

= U-ffexp K^-(l + 0(tTlogp))

\p<v P J
= u~a exp(log log v + 0(1))

log«
«u a log v = log u exp

2 logt»

which proves the lemma.

Using the lemma in (2.6), we have

c6z log2 x (   log(x1/3/y3)
N(y) < --7j— exp-

v/log log a: log  y        \        ologw

Recalling that yj = x3 ', this gives

Nivj) <    J^—323 exp (-UV-1 - 3)) ,
Vloglogz V   6 J

Putting this estimate into (2.1) we have our theorem.

REMARKS. The above proof can be made to go through if we replace v(ri) =

u(n + 1) with d(n) = d(n + 1). To do this we first show that the quadruple a, b, fc, I

appearing in the proof can also be assumed to satisfy

(2.7) (a, fc) = (b,I) — 1,        fc,/square-free.

Indeed, the n for which these properties fail are negligible. We next replace (2.3)

with
d(a)        : , . ...     loga:
——- = 2 tor some integer \i\ <-.
d(b) logy

The inner sum in (2.5) now reads ^fc<xi/3,<¿(¡,)=t(<rK&))_1 • To estimate this, let s(b)

denote the largest square-full divisor of b. Then

^   Mb) ~       ^ .       ^   M)
6<xi/3 ^  '        s square-full b<xV* ^v   ;

d(b)=t d(s)l'        s(b)=s

d(6)=i

<   y  —    y     l

Ms) ^ Mb')
s square-full ^v   ' b'<x1/3/s

«

i/(6')=log2(t/d(s))

loga; v-^ 1 log^

¿-^       M*\ <<:x/log log x       ¿—'       Ms) v/log log x '
v s square-full v      o     o
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The situation for Q(n) = 0(n + 1) can be handled by similar methods. It is

slightly easier than the d(n) = d(n + 1) case, though, since here it is not necessary

to establish (2.7) nor is it necessary to change the form of (2.3).

3. The equation n + u(n) = m + v(m). In the first paper in this series we

gave two proofs that the equation in the title of this section has infinitely many

solutions n ^ m. The first, relatively simple proof uses the auxiliary function

9(n) =      ¿2     1,
m<n

m-\-u{m)>n

the connection being that if g(n) > g(n + 1), then there are two integers mi,mi

with mi + u(mi) = m% + ^(^2) = n + 1. The other, more complicated proof

actually obtains a decent lower bound for the function

F(x) = #{(m,n): m < n < x,m + u(m) = n + v(n)}\

we show F(x) > x -exp(—4000 log log x log log log x) for all large x. We conjectured

that F(x) ~ C72: for some positive constant c-j.

In this section we state some new problems and results concerning the functions

g(n) and F(x). First we record the following upper bound for F(x).

THEOREM 3.1.   F(x) = 0(x).

This theorem can be proved by the general method of Theorem 2.1. The idea is

to replace the equation u(n) — v(n + 1) = 0 with the equation v(n — i) — v(ri) = i,

where i is an arbitrary positive integer. One then follows the general outline of

the proof of Theorem 2.1, but with many new details, to prove that the number of

solutions n< x corresponding to a given i < (log log a:)3/4 is at most

x f      cgi2    \

8 v/log log x        \   log log x J '

where cg,cg are positive, absolute constants. For (log log a:)3/4 < i < 100 log log a:,

we use the uniform estimate x ■ exp(—eg ̂ log log a;) and for i > 100 log log a:,

we use the uniform estimate 0(x/log x). Summing these estimates for i <

(1 -I- o(l)) log x/ log log x then gives F(x) = 0(x).

COROLLARY. There is a positive constant cio such that for all large x, the

number of distinct integers below x of the form n + v(n) is at least ciox.

We remark that if it could be shown that the set of distinct integers of the form

n + u(n) has upper density less than 1, a corollary would be that F(x) » x.

Concerning the function g(n) defined above, it is easy to see that the average

order of g(n) is log log n + 0(l). We also have the following result.

THEOREM 3.2.   The normal order of g(n) is log log n.

PROOF. For each e > 0, let

fc(n) £ 1.
m<n — (l+£) log log n

m + v{m)>n
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Using the Hardy-Ramanujan inequality [6] for the number of n < x with v(ri) — t,

it is not hard to show that for any e > 0, there is some 6 > 0 such that

(3.1) ^(^«z/Oogaf.
n<x

Thus the set of n with ge(n) > 0 has density 0 and so g(n) < (1 + c~)loglogn

on a set of density 1. From (3.1) and the fact that the average order of g(n) is

log log n + 0(1), it follows that g(n) > (1 — e) log log n on a set of density 1 for each

fixed e < 0. This proves the theorem.

It seems much harder to say something more precise about the normal behavior

of g(n). However, one can prove by the above method that for each e > 0 there is

some K such that the lower density of the set of n with

log log n — iï^/loglogn < g(n) < log log n + Ä"\/loglogn

is at least 1 — e. The first author believes it likely that (g(n) — log log n)/y/log log n

has a normal distribution in asymptotic density. However, the second and third

authors believe rather that g(n) = log log n + o(\/log log n) on a set of density 1. To

settle this dispute one might estimate the second moment of g(n), but this seems

to be not so easy.

The minimal order of g(n) is also an interesting problem. The first author has

called n a "barrier" if m + v{m) < n for all m < n. Thus n is a barrier if and only if

g(n) = 1. We conjecture that there are infinitely many barriers, that is, the minimal

order of g(n) is 1. We can prove that the minimal order of g(n) is O(logloglogn).

This is done largely by arranging via the sieve that the numbers just below n should

be free of primes in the interval [(loglogn)2,exp(logn/(loglogn)3)].

Concerning the maximal order of g(n), it is easy to see by the Chinese remainder

theorem and by the prime number theorem that

, ^ / 21ogn x
g(n)>(l-ro(l))'

log log n

for infinitely many n. This is probably close to being best possible. The completely

trivial upper bound is

g(n)< (1 + 0(1))-^-
log log n

for all n.   This can be rather easily improved to (^ + o(l))logn/loglogn, but

further improvements seem difficult.

Let h(n) denote the number of solutions of m + u(m) = n. Clearly, h(n) <

g(n — 1), but we cannot prove a better upper bound for h(n) than what we get for

g(n). Probably h(n) is unbounded, but this too seems difficult. The best we can do

in this direction is that h(n) > 2 infinitely often—this is of course the main result

of the first paper in this series.
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